CILAS Graduate Symposium
Presentations given by Tinker Field Research Grant Recipients

Thursday, February 18, 2016
10 AM-1:30 PM, Deutz Room in the Copley International Conference Center, Institute of the Americas Complex, UCSD
Lunch 11:30 AM to 12 PM

Panel 1  Moderator: Matthew Vitz, Assistant Professor  Time 10-11:30 AM
Amie Campos, History, Field Research conducted in Chile
“Cartographic Processes in the Araucania Region (1883-1889)”
James Deavenport, History, Field Research conducted in Colombia
“Encountering the State: Local, Regional, and Global Networks from the End of the Colonial Period to the Rise of the Nation State (1780-1830)”
Kevan Antonio Aguilar, History, Field Research conducted in Mexico
“Revolutionary Encounters: Mexican Radicals and Spanish Exiles in Post-Revolutionary Mexico, 1917-1975”
Paloma Checa Gismero, Visual Arts, Field Research conducted in Cuba
“Two socially engaged art projects in the 12th Bienal de La Habana: bridging the global art biennial with local civil society”

Panel 2  Moderator: Shelley Streeby, Professor  Time 12-1:30 PM
Andrew Janusz, Political Science, Field Research conducted in Brazil
“Racial Representation and Policy Outcomes in Brazil”
Maria Celleri, Ethnic Studies, Field Research conducted in Ecuador
“Urban Re-structuring in the Era of Neoliberalism: A Historical Analysis of the Formation of Quito at the End of the 20th Century”

CILAS website http://cilas.ucsd.edu/